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Machine-to-machine communications 

Smart Grid / Smart City 

Intelligent Transportation Systems 

Vehicular Cloud 

Internet of Everything 

Lots of ‘buzz words’ recently … 

Terra Swarm ! 



General principle? 

Reality 

Sensing Devices 

Feedback  

Control Servers 

Automated Actions 

• Some challenges with respect to networking 
- Massive number of devices  è Large capacity  
-  Fully automated   è Reliable transmission 
-  Short reaction delays  è Latency guarantees  



Deterministic wireless 

• Most information will be transmitted wirelessly 
• Different application requirements: 

-  Small packets (but many!) 
-  High reliability 
-  Potentially low latency 
è Todays systems do not have the right capabilities 

• We need at least two novel features: 
-  Provide reliability and low latency 
-  ‘Self-awareness’, i.e. feedback states that potentially 

violate application requirements 
è Make wireless systems more deterministic 



Structure of the talk 

   
 
 
 
1.  The big picture 
2.  Design aspects of ‘deterministic’ wireless systems 
3.  What still needs to be done 



Reliability/latency design issues I 

• Let us start with a simple design question: 

• How to send the packet? 
-  Utilize average CSI, use all time for payload transmission 
-  First acquire inst. CSI for each link, then send packet 
-  Assume high P (~1 – 10-6) and low T (~10 ms) 

Source Destination 
Intermediate Hops 

Success Prob. P 
Deadline T Links are fading, but 

average channel gain 
is known. 



Reliability/latency design issues II 

• Case 1: Utilize average CSI 
Send the packet right away, plan enough resources per 

hop such that end-to-end reception is successfull 

 
Instantaneous hop capacity Link success probability 

Optimize resources per hop 
such that total energy 

consumption is reduced 
Convex 

optimization yields 



Reliability/latency design issues III 

• Case 2: First acquire inst. CSI, then send packet 
CSI acquisition by hand-shake, subject to potential errors, 

once the channel is known payload is sent error-free 

T	

Channel acquisition 

phase Tc	

Payload transmission 

phase T- Tc	

	


Minimize the transmit 
power to make a successful 
handshake according to the 
previous analysis 

Once the CSI is known, 
just spend the minimal 
amount of transmit power 
to get the packet through 



Reliability/latency design issues IV 

•  Performance evaluation 
Success Prob. P = 1 – 10-5 

Deadline T = 10 ms 

Optimal CSI 
acquisition phase 

Almost factor of 10 
in energy savings ! 

C. Dombrowski, J. Gross et al, „Energy-efficient Multi-hop Transmission for 
Machine-to-machine Communications“, Proc. ICST WiOpt 2013, Japan 



Reliability/latency design issues V 

• Performance evaluation – varying parameters 

è Smaller packet size: Utilize average CSI instead of inst. CSI 
è Tougher deadline/reliability: Utilize inst. CSI instead of aver. CSI 
è In general: Huge gains from optimal operation (factor of 10 or 100) 



Wireless System Awareness I 

• Assume sensing application, front-end is duty-cycling 

Tx Rx 

APP Delay and outage constraint APP 

Time-slotted operation 

si

Constant 
arrival rate λ   

How is the delay related to the 
channel and transmission parameters? 



Wireless System Awareness II 

• Determine the distribution of queuing delay D 

• Theory of effective capacity provides approximation of 
queuing delay distribution: 
-  Approximate distribution of D based on Chernoff bound: 

-  K is the probability that queue is not empty 
-  u is the QoS exponent, which needs to satisfy: 

 with     being the so-called 
log-moment generating function and             being the 
effective service capacity. 
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Wireless System Awareness III 

• Investigate different scheduling policies: Given a 
channel state estimate, should the system adapt? 

• In particular, improve performance by SNR margin? 

Tx Rx 

Channel state 
estimate 

è schedule 

 bits 
for transmission  

°̂i

ci = F (°̂i )

True channel state during slot i: 

If                                           ,  

scheduled data is lost ! 

°i
ci > si = log2 (1 + °i )

Link has average SNR of 

     but fades randomly ! 

°̄



Wireless System Awareness IV 

• Target delay of 10 cycles, target outage prob. 0.1 
• Link has average SNR of 10 dB 
• What is the max. source rate that can be supported? 
 

Analytical Results Simulations 
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J. Gross, „Scheduling with outdated CSI: Effective Service Capacities of 
Optimistic vs. Pessimistic Policies “, Proc. IEEE IWQoS 2012. 



Structure of the talk 

   
  

 
 
1.  The big picture 
2.  Design aspects of ‘deterministic’ wireless systems 
3.  What still needs to be done 



And then we go to reality … 

• Characterize the impact of jamming on 802.11p 
equipment! 



And then we go to reality … 

• Measurement results 

Slightly changing the jamming profile … 

O. Puñal, A. Aguiar, J. Gross, „In VANETs We Trust? Characterizing RF 
Jamming in  Vehicular Networks“, Proc. ACM VANET 2012. 



Key problems? 

•  All principle design decisions of wireless systems are 
based on models 

1.  Is model-driven design possible at all for hard real-
time? Which models should be used? 

2.  Assume model-driven design is possible. We still don’t 
know then how do deal with the complex interrelations 
of the protocol, the topology and the channel 
uncertainty in the modeling domain … we miss a tool ! 

3.  Finally, the reliability and latency encountered in reality 
depend crucially on the implementation – how can we 
assure high-quality implementations ? 



Conclusions 

• Automated and highly integrated control applications 
will be ‘the next big thing’ 

• Among various research problems, this calls for 
wireless systems which are behaving more 
deterministically 

• Two aspects need to be added: 
-  Design systems with respect to reliability and latency 
-  Systems need to become self-aware 

• The path leading to these systems is still unclear ! 


